
PICALO
Small wave peeler chaser and mini beach groveler, Fast responsive and likes to be pushed harder than it looks, 
Skatie feel with drive and control, a mini Simmons inspired performance board.
Features a chamfered, shortboard rail slight s deck, good from above knee to overhead. Rocker is on the flatter 
side through out with a hint of kick at the front. Concave is medium to deep single into double through the fins, 
Dimensions 
Length : 4’10” to 5’5” Width : 20” to 22 ½” Thickness : 2” to 3” 
Recommended Skill Level, intermediate to advanced 

ESPRESSO
A performance shortboard hybrid, more width allows for a lot shorter length. This one wants to be pushed around 
in the pocket in anything from waist high to well overhead, Features low semi boxy rails with a good dose of 
edge in the aft end. Rocker has a low entry and medium tail, nice smooth flow to it. Concave is a deep single 
throughout.
Dimensions   Length 5’3” to 6’6”     Width 2” to 3”     Thickness 18 ¾” to 21”  
Recommended Skill Level, intermediate to advanced 

SHORT MAC
Short fast and likes to be pushed, our twist on a performance short board. A touch shorter and wider than a wct 
white bread, it Likes to go vertical or into the air at any chance. Features low soft rails into extra hard between the 
feet and around the hippy area, a slightly flat deck. Rocker is Semi low nose but consistently curvy through out. 
Concave is a deep single from under the chest to out the back.
Dimensions    Length : 5’5” to 6’5”     Width : 18 ½” to 20”     Thickness : 2” to 3” 
Recommended Skill Level moderate to advanced 

80 s THRUSTER
Form and function meet to create something that is as much a look over the shoulder as it is a look into the future. 
Our version of the 80’s thruster we feel perfectly blends the best elements of the past and the future. A medium 
amount of rocker through the front allows for speed and paddling power while the medium to high tail curve allows 
for the speed to be maintained whilst feeling responsive. A deep single concave throughout to a vee of the tail 
makes this board feel nothing like the retro 80’s slow coach a first glance may leave. Modern performance rails 
hidden under the flat deck and bevelled rail provide float paddle power summer slop beater capabilities with out 
compromising performance. Dimensions    Length : 5’6” to 6’6’   Thickness : 2” to 3”    Width :18 ½” to 21 ½” 
Recommended Skill Level, intermediate to advanced

VAGABOND
A modern day interpretation on the twin fin fish we all know and love. 
Features elements of the traditional Lis design twin fish with a bunch of modern performance orientated influences 
to make it preform to todays standards, low rocker, some concave a more modern rail and you’re off. 
Dimensions    Length : 5’4” to 6’4”    Thickness : 2 ¼”to 3”    Width : 19 ½” to 22 ½” 
Recommended Skill Level, beginner to advanced 

SINGLE FIN
A whippy little number designed to be fun and functional whilst offer performance beyond its looks
The smurf single features a double-ended eggie looking outline and a low rocker throughout. The bottom consist of a 
ever so slight vee that runs right through that concaves both sides around the fin and under the back foot to provide 
some extra squirt when pushing it around in the pocket. Rails lean down the performance shortboard route and keep 
this board lively, fast driving and a bunch of fun in anything up to overhead waves. 
Dimensions    Length : 5’5” to 6’6”    Thickness : 2 ¼” to 3”   Width : 19” to 22”
Recommended Skill Level, intermediate to advanced 
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THOMAS BEXON SURFBOARDS
«Je fabrique des planches de surf et je reconnais...j’en fait des plutôt pas mal, mais très peu du style thruster 6’1’’ blanche 
!» La majorité de mes boards sont testées sur les meilleurs point break & beachbreaks. Je shape depuis pas mal de 
temps et j’apprécie ça énormément. Je fais mes planches dans un atelier qui a joué une grande partie de l’histoire du surf 
Australien. C’est un grand plus pour moi, toutes les heures que j’ai passées dans les salles de shape et dans l’eau m’ont 
beaucoup appris. Le surf c’est fun et surfer sur pleins de types de planches différentes ça vous rend heureux et rend le 
surf encore plus intéressant.»
- Thomas Bexon

Thomas BEXON et son célèbre glasseur Jake Bowery passe régulièrement à l’atelier UWL pour fabriquer des séries de 
planches exceptionnelles. 
Réservez votre planche dès maintenant !

LE NARD
A Mini-Simmons inspired pocket trim rocket. Glassed on twin keels right near the behind of a big ol’ chopped 
square tail.
With a serious concave of fury and some chinned out rails, this nugget still hooks around on a dime and flies down 
the line in fashion of a board not becoming of it’s size.

PENGUIN
Small, fast, and flighty best describes this short board/fun board hybrid.
Features an out line that melts, the fish with a spoon with shortboard to come out with something that can appeal 
to everyone. A medium rocker provides plenty of speed and generous amounts of manoeuvrability, accompanied 
with a performance shortboard inspired rail and single to double concave that rest in side the chamfer that keeps 
this little guy so lively. The penguin could be considered our latest and most performance orientated evolution of 
the Simmons.  Length :4’10” to 5’10”   Width :19” to 22”    Thickness :2” to 3”   Level : beginner to advanced 

THE SPOON
Greenough inspired and modelled, if you don’t get it spend some time google-ing the man, performance surfing’s 
inspiration.
Usually 5 foot long
Features an incredibly time-consuming build process resulting in a truly special craft, something entirely unique. 



OLD FAITHFULL
This is what I’ve personally been stoked on for years. Inspired from the mid sixties and refined at the points, the 
Old Faithful is the quintessential log.   It has the smoothest of rockers and the rolled concave-less bottom will help 
you trim like nothing else while perched on the nose through the hollowest of peelers 
Dimensions   Length : 9’ to 10’    Width : 22 ½” to 23 ¾”   Thickness : 2 ½” to 3 ½ 
Recommended Skill Level, Intermediate to advanced, the better you surf the more you will get out of it

NEW FAITHFULL
The new favourite in the family, a fusion between the old faithful and the deus Harrison Roach concept we build. 
Features a plenty with this one, a proven rocker line. An outline that is timeless. Rails that perfectly allow for this 
board to do everything it is meant too. Slightly upturned 60/40 rails through give that feeling of sitting in the water 
we associate with boards of old, but don’t be confused, the blended nose concave through to subtle rolled panel 
vee mean that this board will nose ride and trim like nothing else, as well as respond and flow of the tail like a 
superbike round the isle of Mann. Dimensions   Length : 9’0” to 10’   Thickness : 2 ½ to 3 ½  Width : 22 ¼ to 
23 ¾”       Recommended Skill Level, beginner to advanced 

SOD MODEL
The result of 10 years of Little Man (my main test pilot for my boards) logging, Mark has helped come up with this 
cheeky jivy little hot-dogger. A hippy behind, an upright hatchet fin, this thing loves a tail jam.
The narrow nose and hefty teardrop concave make lifting out of the lowest deepest pocket nose rides an every 
day affair.

STEP DECK
The true sidewalk surfer of the collection, if you can’t nose ride this thing maybe think about croquet. 
The stepdeck features a wide Californian style template with as its name suggests a noticeable step in the 
deck. The step reduces volume up front along with increase the amount of flex when standing on the nose, this 
increased flex allows the board to bend and manipulate its rocker all while your perched on the front of it. Combine 
this with a long blended nose concave and some belly down the back the stepdeck in designed to have you 
standing on the nose as long as possible.
Dimensions   Length : 9’4” to 10’   Thickness : 2 ½ to 3 ½   Width : 22 ¼” to 23 ¾” 
Recommended Skill Level, beginner to advanced 

THE TUGU
The ‘Tugu’, named after a local break in Bali that we spend some time at. It’s a double ender of sorts with a gentle 
curved rocker. Added to that a subtle concave in the nose that tempers to a smidgen of a roll before finishing out 
with a panel vee through the tail. Sweet 60/40 rails chart the outline giving away liberal doses of both hold and 
turn. Features a Single Greenough inspired flex fin, with a touch more tip, good in waves from waist high to well 
overhead.  Dimensions   Length : 9’ to 10’    Width : 22” to 23 ½”   Thickness : 2 ½” to 3 ½” 
Recommended Skill Level, Beginner to advanced 

ROSIE D UROSO
The rosie d’urso highliner is an all around trim and glide board with the focus on smooth flowing surfing, bottom 
turn, high line, get to the front and cut back. 
This board is something that i’d ride in waist high to double over head, an all rounder that is no better described 
than just a whole bunch of fun. 
Soft rolled hull entry to a subtle subtle bottom roll through the middle into a soft vee in the tail. a 10 greenough 
to complete the package.

LEOPARD
Designed to be one of our most user friendly long boards, to suit those who are looking to get into traditional long 
boarding with out going straight in the deep end. 
Features useability, the medium rocker accompanied with a subtle nose concave through to a flat bottom with the 
ever so slight amount of rolled vee out the tail means that this board is forgiving while giving the rider the upmost 
balance of turn, trim and nose riding ability. Often glassed a little lighter than the more traditional model the leopard 
suits a lot of ladies down to a tee with out forgetting about the fellas that are just getting into long boarding or those 
that just want a user friendly all-rounder.   Recommended Skill Level, beginner to advanced
Dimensions   Length : 9’0” to 10’   Thickness : 2 ½ to 3 ½   Width : 22 ¼ to 23 ¼

POSTIE
The ultimate trim machine, inspired and design for glide. From knee high to double over head, and small day 
tandem sessions with the babe. Soft roll through the nose entry to a flatish mid section that slowly leads to a really 
soft panel vee through the tail, all executed over 12 plus of rail with the upmost subtlety.

MID LENGHT FRIEND
A super friendly easy rider, from waist high to well over head. Smooth, clean lines with drive trim and speed. 
Stupidly easy to ride, but ridicously fun in a whole lot of waves. A touch of tracker influence with more functiona-
lity and surf ability. 
Rounded square, rounded pin or pintail all work well for slightly different feels. 
Soft 50/50 rails up front, through to 60/40 rails through the middle to a downturned rail through the tail. Super 
subtle soft hull entry through to a ever so soft single to double concave. A smoothed out three-stage rocker 
making it really easy to ride in all kinds of waves. This board is one that can be customised a lot and can change 
in its characteristics to suit the individual. Can be set up as a single, 2 + 1 or even a quad.
Dimensions    Length : 6’8” to 8’10”     Width : 19 ½ ” to 22 ½”    Thickness : 2 ½ “ to 3 1/2
Recommended Skill Level, from beginner to advanced it offers a smooth, easy fun ride.

HULLABALOO
It’s all about feeling when it comes to displacements hulls. Its hard thing to put into words, ride one, get it dialled 
in some nice waves and you will never have as much fun not doing turns. Hulls are one of those boards that can 
be challenging at first, they also can provide feeling of flow and trim that are hard to rival on any other type of surf 
craft. Low rockers, rolled through the front half, really low bladed rails and a fin set forward all result in something 
that loves to be surfed of the front foot down the line, its about rail and drawing things out, feeling it not pushing it. 
Dimensions   Length : 6’8” to 8’    Thickness : 2 ½ to 3 ½    Width : 21 ½” to 23” 
Recommended Skill Level, intermediate to advanced 

JAY LEE NOSERIDER
Designed with jai lee, after many years of r n d this is what works, a fully-fledged nose rider that also turns quite well 
of the tail. 50/ 50 rails through the nose flowing back through the board past the wide point where it blends into 
a tucked edge for the last 12 inches of rail. The deck flutes in the tail allow for extra release for turning of the tail 
by reducing the volume in the rail. Fin designed to provide the up most of hold on the nose but still flow through 
a turn. Smooth and consistent through out with a touch of flip through the last 12 inches at the tail. Deep single 
concave in the nose flowing to flat to a subtle vee out through the tail. 
Dimensions    Length : 9’2” to 10’    Thickness : 2 ½” to 3 ½”    Width : 22 ¼” to 23 ½” 
Recommended Skill Level, beginner to advanced 
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